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Welcome to our 
Values Assembly



“A value is a 
principle

that guides our 
thinking and 
behaviour.”

Let’s reflect on how thinking about did this?



Let’s remind ourselves 
of all the values we 

have in our

Values Toolkit so far…



Respect



Empathy



Courage



Happiness



Honesty



Kindness



Responsibility

Until the end of term we will be exploring the
value of …



Responsibility lies at home, 
at school and in our world.



This month’s Values song is…

We’re on this road!



Responsibility means…
doing your share.



Responsibility means… 
accepting what is required and 

carrying out the task to the 

best of your ability..



Responsibility means… 
the state or fact of being 

accountable or to blame for 
something.



Responsibility means…
working independently.

It means thinking about the Bs!



The Bs…

• Be still

• Bits and bobs

• Backtrack

• Ask a Buddy

• Be Brave

• Ask the Boss



What other values will help 

you to be responsible?



Responsible behaviour is made

up of five essential elements—

compassion/respect

courage  

honesty

fairness

and accountability.



It means being
strong and able
to survive alone.



“The most 
courageous act is 
still to think for 

yourself.”
- Coco Chanel



Sometimes it’s a hard to make the right 
decision

Our values help us to 
make the right choice.



Being responsible makes
Your Life Better.

When you do what you have 
promised, people see you as 
a responsible and reliable 
person. ...
A responsible person is one who 
can be trusted to act without 
needing strict supervision, 
because they are accountable 
for their own behavior.



Are you 
ALWAYS

responsible?



Do you always 
try your best?



Do you always 
‘have a go’ before 
asking for help?



Do you think for 
yourself?



Responsibility occurs when  
you take an active role in your 
learning.
You must make choices and take 
actions which lead you to 
success.
You are responsible for your 
success.



Think about what you could do to earn an 
‘Responsibility’ sticker this month.





How does responsibility 
do this?



A quiet moment of prayer or reflection...

As we reflect, 
think about how

responsibility makes
the world

a better place to be.



Here in our school
Let us be peaceful at all times.
Let our rooms be full of responsibility, 
happiness, honesty, respect and 
understanding for each other.
Let love be in our hearts
With kindness and compassion for all. 
Let us remember
In learning together,
We grow together, have courage together, 
And succeed together.

Reflection for all of us



Thank you for showing 
RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY 

and UNDERSTANDING
and for listening 
so well to our 

Values Assembly.


